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I. Introduction 

One of the general features of field-theoretic models is the appearance of 

local, conserved currents resulting from internal or space-time symmetries. 

Within the setting of classical lagrangian field theory this fact is well un

derstood, and Noethers theorem even provides for each continuous symmetry of a 

lagrangian an explicit formula for the corresponding current. In the lagran-

gian approach to quantum field theory, the general understanding of the rela-

tion between symmetries and currents is, however, less satisfactory. It can 

happen, for example, that symmetries of a classical lagrangian disappear at the 

quantum level due to the effects of renormalization (cf. for example 3;Sect.ll.5 ). 

Therefore it is unclear how to base a proper quantum version of Noethers theorem 

on this formalism. 

It is the aim of the present article to discuss a different approach to a 

quantum Noether theorem. In this approach we consider as symmetries of a quantum 

field theory the set of global space-time or gauge-transformati9ns acting on the 

physical Hilbert space. So, roughly speaking, we restrict our attention to 

"visible" symmetries of the solutions of the equations of motion which manifest 

themselves e.g. through the presence of superselection rules. The problem of 

constructing the corresponding currents can then be discussed in the general 

("axiomatic''} setting of quantum field theory. It consists essentially of two 

parts: first, one must determine to each global symmetry of a quantum field 

theory a set of local generators. Note that in the presence of Noether currents 

such generators can be obtained by integrating the (regularized} current den

sities over finite volumes of space; so the solution of this partial problem may 

be regarded as a· weak form of Noethers theorem. The second step consists then in 

the reconstruction of the currents from these local generators (integrated den

sities}. 

This program has been initiated in [1] where the existence of local charge 

operators in theories with a global abelian symmetry group was established un

der very general conditions. An extension of this analysis to theories with a 

non-abelian global symmetry has been carried out in [2], providing a rigorous 

variant of local current algebras. 

In the present paper we generalize these results to arbitrary symmetries, 

including space-time and super-symmetries. The proof that local generators of 
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these symmetries exist thus completes the first step towards a quantum Noether 
theorem. The difficult second step, i.e. the reconstruction of currents, how
ever, requires further investigations and is not touched upon in this article. 

The setting used for our analysis is standard1): we assume that the physi
cal states are described by vectors in sane Hilbert space~ and that the fields 
underlying the theory generate an irreducible set of local field algebras ~(0) 
on~ which are assigned to the bounded regions {0 of Minkowski space. It is 
convenient here to assume that these algebras are von Neumann algebras. Thus 
each ~(0) may be regarded as a set of bounded operators built out of fields 
with localization centers in~- Since it is obvious how to express the cova
riance properties and spaceliKe (anti-) commutation relations of fields in 
terms of the algebras j:-'((9), we refrain from listing these properties here. 

Let us consider now the cases where the theory has an unbroken internal 
symmetry. In the present setting this means that there exists some group & (the 
global gauge group) which is represented on Z by unitary operators UC~), ~ E-G 
transfonning the vacuum QE 1JC into itself, 

Uc1JQ o Q, (1.1) 

and leaving the localization of fields unchanged, 

lJ(gl _J((')) lJ(~ )-' 0 J'lC?). (I. 2) 

Space-time symmetries of a theory, such as the translations or the Lorentz
transformations act in a similar manner, the only difference being that on the 
right hand side of relation (1.2) the region V has to be replaced by the 
transformed region 0~ according to the geometrical action of the group element 
g. Supersymmetries, however, require a slightly different treatment as will be 
discussed below. 

The structure described so far is familiar from many field-theoretic 
examples. But it is note-worthy that it can also be derived from first prin
ciples. The only input needed is the spacelike commutativity of local observab
les and the assumption that the physical states under consideration are well
localized excitations of a vacuum state. Under these circumstances the follow
ing results have been established in a series of papers [5-8]. 

1) For a detailed exposition see the introduction of [4]. 
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Given the structure of the algebra of all local observables one can recon""' 
s truct the Hi 1 bert space X of phys i ca 1 states, the a 1 gebras '.F( tJ) of charge
carry; ng fie 1 ds, the g 1 oba 1 gauge group G- and its representation UC~) 1 ~ E G . 
Moreover, the algebra generated by the local obserbables in a region 0 is re
presented on 'K by the algebra 01Cb) of all gauge-invariant elements of :J((D), 
i. e. 

OllC9l= ;FCC?l n U'. ( 1.3) 

{Here U' denotes the set of bounded operators on de commuting with all gauge
transfonnations Ulgl, ~' & . ) It should be noticed that the local field alge
bras ~[(D) are generated by Bose- or Fenni-type operators (with normal conmuta
tion relations at spacelike distances), even if there exist super-selection 
sectors in the theory obeying para-statistics. The latter (intrinsic) property 
~auld reveal itself in the non-abelianness of the gauge-group. Hence, summing 
up, the global symmetries of a theory are fixed by the algebraic structure of 
the observables and can be detennined without any reference to local currents. 

These model-independent results show that the present setting covers all 
theories with localizable charges, such as baryon-number of strangeness in pure 
quantum chromodynamics. Gauge charges (such as the electric charge in quantum 
electrodynamics) or quantum-topological charges {as discussed in [9]), however, 
do not fit into our setting since the corresponding charge carrying fields are 
necessarily non-local. In view of the latter fact one actually may have doubts 
that such non-localizable charges are always related to local currents acting 
on the physical Hilbert space df. We therefore leave aside these cases for the 
time being, but we will return to them at the end of our paper in a discussion 
of some local aspects of superselection rules. 

Let us now turn to our main objective: given any global (internal or 
space-time) symmetry transformation UCfr) and any bounded region fJ, we want to 
.exhibit local unitary operators 2 )UAl~) which induce the same action on ~((0) as 
Jl~), i. e. 

UAl~) F UAl3)-' 0 Ulsl F ucfrr 1 
for FE :f({'J). (1.4) 

2) The significance of the indexA will be explained below. 

. - ~ 
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Our local operators UALt,t) will actually fonn a representation of the global 

syrnnetry group which is covariant in the fo 11 owing sense: if e. g. ~ is a gl o

ba 1 gauge- transfonna ti on, then 

Ull,) UAl~lUlJ,J-', UA(l, ~ ~..-'). (1.5) 

By virtue of this covariance property and relation (1.3) UAL%) is a local ob

servable whenever~ commutes with the global gauge group. 

Guided by the example of an internal symmetry transformation UCg). which 

is the exponential of a local current density integrated over all space, one 

might expe~ that one can always find such unitaries q,c~) in:t'Cf5). whenever 

the region l9 is slightly larger than (0 3}. Yet there are models fitting into 

our general setting (a simple one being the theory of a charged generalized 

free field) in which no such operators exist for bounded regions tJ [10]. Fortu

nately, these physically awkward models can be ruled out by a general and phy

sically significant condition which w111 be discussed in the following section. 

2. Local Preparation of States and the Split Property 

We say that a quantum field theory has the sg_lit-property if for any 

bounded region (0 there is another bounded region(:) J l0 and a type I factor4}Jf 
such that 

:t((<)) c J( c 'J(fi). (2.1: 

Since the physical significance of this condition is not immediately obvious 

we give some explanations. 

3) The region 'f6 has to be larger than (r) since integrals over current det}Kities 
require a regularization which enlarges the localization. Of course, 0 
depends also on~ if Ucg) is a space-time. synmetry transformation. 

4} We recall that a von Neumann algebra Jf;s called a factor if its center is 
trivial, i.e. ifJ.fr.X'=C·1 . As usual,J.f'denotes the set of all 
bounded opera tors on dE conmuti ng with Jr. A type I factor j{' is a factor which 
contains some minimal projection E t 0 ; it is lsomorph1c to the algebra of 
all bounded operators on a fixed Hilbert space {cf. for example [14]). 
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At the level of models the split-property has been established for the 

free, scalar field [11] (see also [12]) and hence for interacting theories 

which are locally Fock, such as the ~(~)2 models. These results were extended 

to arbitrary spins as well as to the Yukawa model in two dimensions in [13]. 

On the other hand it is known that certain artificial models do not have the 

split property. Examples are the generalized free field with continuous Kallen

lehmann measure or theories with infinite particle multipletts [10]. 

The common feature of these counterexamples is the fact that they de

scribe systems with a tremendous number of 1 oca 1 degrees of freedom. (As a con

sequence, there are for example no reasonable temperature states in these mo

dels.) This clue of a relation between the split property and the number of lo

cal degrees of freedom has been confirmed in [15]. Taking as a measure the 

energy level-density of localized states in a theory, it has been shown that 

the split-property holds if the level-density does not grow too fast with the 

energy. Roughly speaking, the particle spectrum has to be such that the "parti

tion function 11 Le-~mL exists for all {:l>O .(The sum is to be taken over all 

' particle types counted according to their multiplicity; 'rnlare the particle-

masses.) It seems that this condition is satisfied in most models of physical 

interest. 

As we shall demonstrate now, the split-property can also be grounded on 

the basic experimental fact that it is possible to fix locally certain specific 

physical situations (e.g. the vacuum) irrespective of the given initial condi

tions of the world. At this point the following remark is in order: if the 

split inclusion (2.1) holds for the fields it is an easy consequence of (1.3) 

that an analogous relation holds for the observables, i. e. that 

awl c Jvl c GLlBl (2.2) 

for sane type I factor~ [1]. It has recently been shown that also the converse 

is true: the split-inclusion {2.2} for the observables implies the correspond

ing relation {2.1) for the fiels [16]. In view of this result we can restrict 

our attention to the algebra ()(co ldCXL0)of all local observables and argue in 

terms of quantities which have a direct physical meaning. 

According to the basic principles of quantum theory any physical state 

corresponds to a positive llnear functional rp over the algebraOl, giving the 
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expectation values of observables in this state5>. Performing a yes-no experi
ment (corresponding to ·a selfadjoint projection Eelil) one can prepare fr001 cp 
a new state TE by rejecting all events where the result of measuring E in cp is 
zero. This reduced state CflE is given by 

<fE(Al~ 
'f( E A E) 

'/'(E) 
for A E ex, (2.3) 

provided the probability fCE) of finding the value 1 for the observable E in 
the stateCf> is different from 0. A projection E is called a pure (ideal) fil
ter if for every state'P with '/'(E)t 0 one obtains'/'E~w, where(,) is a fixed 
state which is independent fromo/. It is easy to see thatw must be a pure 
state ofOl, so by measuring a pure filter one can produce ensembles with maxi
mal information. 

Pure filters are familiar from systems with a finite number of degrees of 
freedom. In quantum field theory, however, a pure filter cannot be a (local) 
observable, because it affects in a sharp way all states at arbitrarily large 
space like distances. On the other hand one never attempts to measure pure fil
ters. In practice one is content with the possibility of fixing states within 
limited space-time regions. It is an important empirical fact that this can be 
achieved with an experimental set-up where only the parameters of the states 
in question enter. Phrased differently: by suitable monitoring experiments one 
can establish a definite state within a given region, irrespective of the un
known and complicated details of the rest of the world. So, locally, such ex
periments have the same effect as a pure filter. 

Translating these facts into the setting of quantum field theory one is 
led to introduce the concept of a local filter for a given state: a projection 
[EO( is called a local filter forw in the region V if all reduced states o/E 
coincide with Won the algebra 0[((9), i. e. 

'P,CA) = w(AJ, AE OW9) ( 2.4) 

for any state Cf ofOlwith {j)(E)fQ. The empirical situation just described then 
5) Thinking ofOl.as an operator algebra on the Hilbert space'!e containing all 

superselection sectors, the states of inter~st here are of the fonn ~(A)~Trf·A A E OL, where pis some density matrix on.E. 
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suggests that all physically reasonable theories have to admit such local fil
ters.We shall demonstrate now that this condition, which expresses a principle 
of experimental definiteness, implies the split property. 

Proposition: A local quantum field theory has the split-property if and 
only if it admits local filters for all bounded space-time regions~-

Proof: If a theory has the split-property, then there exists for any 
bounded regionb a type I factor.McCltsuch that0t(0)c)/[, cf. relation (2.2). 
Bearing in mind that the minimal projections [e Jtt have (relative to.M} the 
same algebraic properties as a one-dimensional projection on a Hilbert space 
it is clear that 

EA E ~ w(Al E for AE CJl((O), ( 2 .5) 

where w is some state depending onE. One then obtains relation (2.4) by taking 
the expectation value of this equation in an arbitrary stateo/. So the minimal 
projections in M. act as 1 oca 1 filters in the region 0 . In fact, in theories 
with the split-property such filters exists for all locally nonnal statesCJ of 
ot. 

Conversely, assume that there exists a local filter[E0Lfor some state 
win the regionO. Since the physical states q; separate the elements ofctit 
follows from (2.4) that relation (2.5) holds for the projection E. let3Cbe the 
von NeLmann algebra generated byd:.(0)andE. Since Eisa local operator it is n A clear that CJ((I'JkJCc Ctci'Jlfor some bounded regioni':i. Moreover, relation (2.5) 
implies that 

E:RE~CE (2.6) 

wllich means thatE is a minimal projection in:R. Thus the proof of the split
property is complete if3l is a factor. Turning therefore to the cases where 3L 
has a center, 1 et C be the central support of E, ( i . e. the sma 11 est projection 
in the center ofJl containing E). It then follows from (2.6) that the reduced 
von Neumann algebra :.R__. C is a type I factor on C. 'Je and, by construction, 

Ol(I'J) C c 3L Cc OllcQl. (2.7) 
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Now given any isometryVJ mapping X onto C.:fe, i. e.W*W~1 andVJVJ*~C, one 

can map Jt C onto a type I factor..M=W*j(;CW onU. It is an important conse

quence of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem and the fact that C E Ci.(0)1 n OUU) that 

one can find such an isometryW in d.(b:
0

)
1 rdlC&), provided the closure of the 

~ ~ 

region {!)
0 

(resp.0) is contained in the interior off!J (resp. {9} [17]. Replac-
A 0 ~ 

ing (0 and t> in (2.7} by the slightly smaller and larger regions f!J
0 

and (j and 

multiplying the resulting relation frcrn the left and right be w-'Jf and\;J. :espec-
A 

tively, one thus arrives at the inclusion 0L((:J0 )c .Me Ol_[(Q) where JLis some 

type I factor. Hence if there exist local filters for all bounded regions{[) it 

follows from the results in [16] quoted above that the theory has the split

property QED. 

It is an easy consequence of the split inclusion (2.1) and relation {2.5} 

that the reduced states rpE , where EE J.f' is any minima 1 projection, are product 

states on s:-U9)· g::'((J )'. Actually, there exist product states with certain spe

cific properties which are substantial for the subsequent analysis [2,10]: 

given any vectorQ in X which is cyl ci c and separating for the a 1 gebra 

:J'(0J'n '}'(0)we can take here the vacuum [2]) one can find a vector QA E il{, such 

that 

i) QA induces a product state on !}((D).:}[{;;J'given by 

(QA, FF 1QA)" lQ,FQ) [Q,F1Q) (2.8) 

I ~ I 
for Fd:'[IJ) and F" ::1:'10) . 

ii) QA is cyclic for the von Neumann algebra :t'UIJ)V:J::CB/.6 ) 

iii }Qf\ is an el~ent of the natural con/) p9cJ£ associated withQ and 

J::(0)1 n <J:(0). 

The vector QA is camp 1 ete ly fixed by these properties, so it only depends on 

the triple 

1\" (J0L0l, :FC0l, Q). (2.9) 

6) The symbol :R-,v:k~ denotes 

7) For a short account of the 

the von Neumann algebra generated by ~-1 and~2.' 

theory of cones see the Appendix of [10]. 

---- '- -~- ----- ·--
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Moreover, the assignement f\___,QAis covariant in the following sense [2,10]: 

if a triple 

flo~ lHfD,l, n&,l, QJ (2.10) 

is isomorphic to/\, i. e. if there exists some unitary Uo on~ such that 

(\ ~ (U ~lfDlU- 1 U ;HBlu-' u Q) 
0 o O'o o'o 

(2.11) 

then the corresponding vectors Q 11 and Q are related by 
o A 

Q Ao ~ U,. QA. (2.12) 

Note that in the case of a global gauge transfonnation Uo one obtains Ao =A 
{cf. relations (1.1} and {1.2})and thereforeQAo""QA. This implies, according 

to relation (2.12}, thatQt\ is invariant under the action of U
0

• 

It may be noticed that the existP-nce of product state vectorsQA as in 

equation (2.8} expresses a strong form of statistical independence between the 

regions b and '0', which is actually equivalent to the split-property [11]. 

3. Loca 1 Genera tors of Symmetries and the Uni versa 1 Loca 1 i zing Map 

Assuming that the split inclusion (2.1} holds for the fields we now intro

duce a mapping~/\ of the algebra .BCIJC)of all bounded operators onto a natural 

type 1 factorJI'A associated with the triple A~(:J:'[0),:J::'(0J,Sl.). This universal 

localizing map !.fJJ\ will prove to be a convenient tool for the passage from the 

global symmetries to the corresponding local generators. 

Let Ql\be the natural choice of the product state vector forA. First, we 

define an iscrnetry WA of :Jt onto ~&l'JC setting 

WA· F F'QA" F.Q"" F'Q (3.1) 

·Q:' I "'-1 
for F u·(b) and F d):'([Q) . (That WA is an isometry as a consequence of 

(2.8); the assertions on its domain and range follow fran the fact that.QAand 
ClC 'l"A' 0" Af " 

Q are cyclic for .r(0)V vt6) and s-(0),'3'(0), respectively.} It is an imme-
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diate consequence of this definition that for F) F' as above 

W11 · F F' = F 0 F '. ~. (3.3) 

Now we set 

tb11 (Tl = W/ (T® 1) W11 for T E :BC:tf;) (3.4) 

which fixes the universal localizing map8} tP/\ of~(~) onto the type I factor 

J/'11 = ~~~ (S(~l). (3.5) 

It follows from (3.3) that 

l(! /1 ( F) " F for FE ~U'J), ( 3.6) 

'i) ( "'' and taking into account that JJC:JG)® 1 c 1® :J:'(0) las well as the fact that 
A 1/ A 

;]:(0) O::FC0l it is also clear that 

tpA (T) E 3='C0l for TE .1\l~). (3.7) 

So, in particular, we obtain the inclusion 

A 

J::CC9l c JfA c :H0l. (3.8) 

Next, let us detennine the transfonnation properties of¢/\ if one proceeds from 
A to any isomorphic tripleJ\

0
: fran the transfonnation law (2.12) for the pro

duct state vectors and the definition (3.1) of the unitaries ~· w/1 it follows 
~at 0 

WA · Uo = Uo ,. Uo · W11 , 
0 

(3.g) 

where U
0 is the unitary establishing the isomophism between A and/\

0
• If one 

makes use of this relation in the equation (3.4) defining ~A one obtains 

S) ¢A is actually an isomorphism. 
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~ /1 ( u;' T u,J " u;' <VA (T) uo for T E J3 Ui£)' 
0 

(3.10) 

g1v1ng the transformation law for the universal localizing maps. Recalling 
that A

0
= A if U

0 is a global gauge transformation it follows in particular 
from (3.10) that ~J\ commutes with the gauge transformations. 

With this information at hand we can turn now to the construction of lo
cal generators of the symmetries. We begin by discussing internal symmetries; 
since in this case we merely reproduce (in the frame of the universal localiz
ing maps) the results obtained in [2,10], we can be very brief. 

Internal synmetries: let G-be the global gauge group (internal synmetry 
group) and let UL~), ~E G- be the corresponding unitary transformations on X 
satisfying the conditions (1.1) and (1.2). Setting 

U11 lfrl ~ </JA ( Ul~l) (3.11) 

" we obtain a new representation of G- by unitary operators in SZ6 ). cf. re 1 a ti on 
(3.4) and (3.7). Since ij;A acts trivially on 3'!0) and since internal s-etry 
transformations do not change the localization of fields it follows that for 
FE H0) 

U11 lfrl F U/caY1 
= ~A(Ul~l F Ul~l-') ~ UC~l F Ulgl- 1

• 

So the local operators UAt\}) induce the same action on ;]:'(0) as the global 
transfonnations Uc\}). 

(3.12) 

If Er is a Lie group one can proceed from the local symmetry transforma
tions U~(~) to the corresponding infinitesimal generators. As has been dis
cussed in [2], these generators are the analogue of locally integrated current 
densities, and they provide a version of local current algebra. Note that the 
local symmetry transformations UAC~) also exist in the case of discrete symme
tries (multiplicative charges). In this respect the information contained in 
relation (3.11) goes beyond Noethers theorem. 

It is also worth mentioning that, under fairly general assumptions, the 
local syrrmetry transformation UA (~.)converge to the global ones if the regions 
0 and 'G tend to the whole space [ls]. 

,-~ 
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Space-time symmetries: We now extend this construction of local symmetry 

transfonmations to space-time symmetries. LetJJ be a group acting on the space

time points .x by x.-+L:c ~ L~,:P and assume that the theory is symmetric under 

P, i. e. there exists a continuous, unitary representation VCU, Le- P on :Je 
such that 

V(LJQ~ Q (3 .13) 

and 

Vl Ll :FU9l V lll-1 ~ :fl LI'Jl. (3.14) 

Examples for:P are the translations and the Poincare-group (respectively its 

covering group), possibly extended by conformal transformations. 

As in the case of internal symmetries one obtains a representation of JD 
by unitary operators in'JC0), setting 

VAlL)~ <J.,A(Vllll. (3.15) 

These unitaries induce locally the same action on the fields as the global 

transfonnations VCU. Namely, let (9
0 

be any region contained in the interior 

of CJ and 1 et ..Po be a neighbourhood of the identity in P such that L
0 

• V 
0 

c {J 

for a 11 L e .P . Frcm the fact that !f;A acts trivially on .fl0) and from re 1 a-
o 0 

tion (3.14) it then follows that for L,E Jl
0 

and F
0 

E :FUD) 
0 

VAll) F;, VAlL,f 1 ~ ~A(VlL,lFVlV 1 )" VlL,l F VlL,l-; (3.16) 

This establishes the locally correct action of the unitaries ~(L}. 

Assuming that the global transformations V(L) are gauge-invariant, i. e. 

that 

Ul~lVlL)~VlL)Ulsl forall ~E&, (3.17) 

it also holds true that the operators VA(L) are observable. At this point the 

covariance properties of the universal lo~alizing map ~A are essential: from 

relation (3.10) it follows that the set U of all gauge invariant operators is 

14 

mapped into itself by tPA. Hence, using the characterization (1.3) of the ob

servables, one obtains 

VAlLl E :H&l n u' z cttGJ, (3.18) 

as claimed. 

These results show that the infinitesimal generators of the local space

time transfonna ti ons Vfl (L) are the ana 1 ague of the C01 .., )-component of the ener

gy-momentum tensor etc., integrated over a finite volume. Yet 1n contradistinc

tion to these locally integrated densities the generators of VA (L) have the 

same spectrum as their global counterparts. This follows immediately from the 

definition (3.15), according to which the representation ~(L), Lt-.P is uni

tarily equivalent to the global representation V(L), Le:P amplified with in

finite multiplicity, 

VA (L) "' VlL) ®1. (3.19) 

To give an example: the generators of the translations VA(':r.), XE !R4- fulfil the 

relativistic spectrum condition (positivity of the energy); in contrast, the 

energy-density integrated over a finite volume cannot be a positive operator in 

a relativistic theory because of the Reeh-Schlieder property of the vacuum. 

This apparent paradox unravels if one notes that one can add to the integrated 

densities operators fran TC0 )
1 n 'fl0) without affecting their locally correct 

action (in the sense of relation (3.16)). It follows from our results that 

there always exist such marginal perturbations which adjust the spectrum of the 

local generators to that of the global ones. 

We conclude this discussion of space-time symmetries with the remark that, 

similar to the case of internal symmetries, one can define the local transfor

mations (3.15) also in the case of discrete symmetries, e. g. space-inversions. 

Of course, the regions(') ,b in the underlying triple 1\ should then be synunetric. 

Supersymmetries: Our general discussion also applies to theories with su

persymmetries {see e. g. [19,20]). In a supersynrnetric theory there exist Bose 

as well as Fermi fields which can be identified with the help of the unitary 

Us inducing the sign change on Fermi fields. An arbitrary element F of the lo

cal field algebras~U:J) can ·thus be decomposed into its Bose and Fenni parts 
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F-J... and F_, respectively, setting 

F:: = ~(F±UJU; 1 ). (3.20} 

A supersymmetry of the theory is given by a (:!:)-graded lie-algebra (1=:. C1+ffi (I_ 
represented on~ by se 1 fadjoi nt operators 9 )o_ and acting on F t a::C0) in a way 
which is compatible with the (~)-grading of the fields. Namely, 

Su l Fl " [ 0 u, F] for U E (1+ 

(3.21} 

S u l Fl " [ Ou, FJ + [ Q u, F_} for U E (1_ , 

where [ , ] and { , } denote the colllllutator and anticommutator, respec-
tively. Actually, the expressions {3.21} are not defined for arbitrary ele
ments FE <J:-'(0) since the operators Quare unbounded. But there should be a 
common dense domain ~((])c'J(0) so that the operators SJF), FE :f(l'l) are 
affiliated to'Fll'l). 

The global gauge-group G- induces an action on the elements UE Cl. which we 
denote by ~(u), ~ E & . The corresponding transformation law for the generators 
Q is given by 

u 

Q~(U) "Ul\\) QUUC~ l-1
. 

An analogous statement holds for the space-time symmetries F. 

In complete analogy to the cases discussed 
tat ion of Q.by selfadjoint operators affiliated 

0~ " ~A (0). 

before one obtains 
~A) to J(0 , setting 

(3.22} 

a represen-

(3.23} 

These operators induce on ~(0)the infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations 
Su . Moreover, 

Uc~ l 0~ Uc~ l-'" !> 
0%'"' ' ~ E (;- (3.24} 

9) Note that by going to a Majorana representation the supercharges Q become 
"real". 
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for any utcGt. Similar covariance properties of the local generators Q~ under 
Poincare transformations etc. follow easily. So the universal localizing map 
4J/I supplies adequate local generators also in the case of supersymrnetries. 

The present results can be viewed as a step towards the construction of 
local currents which are related to global symmetries. Namely we have estab
lished the analogues of finite volume integrals of the zero-components of such 
currents. It is still a major open problem how to recover these currents from 

"' our local generators. In this context the freedom of choosing the region (9 
arbitrarily close to~ and yet having the split inclusion {2.1) may be expected 
to be crucial [1]. As a matter of fact, this more restrictive form of the split 
property has been established in models [11-U]; it also follows from a slight
ly strengthened version of the general assumptions in [15], cf. [21]. 

Our arguments also apply to theories where non-localizable {topological) 
charges are present [9]. There the construction of the nonnal field-algebra [8] 
leads to a set of von Neumann algebrasJ:."'Cf)which are associated to spacelike 
cones fc !Rtf ("thickened strings"). In the absence of massless particles it is 
still reasonable to assume that there exist cones f) P such that the analogue 
of relation {2.1) holds, i. e. 

A 

:]:('f) c J.( c :}['f) (3.25} 

for s001e type I factor X [22]. The above analysis then provides a representa
tion of the global symmetries by unitary operators in 3='C.J)which induce the 
correct action on~C'f)(cf. relation (1.4)). But there is no indication (in the 
case of continuous symmetries) that these operators are related to local cur
rents. 

4. Local Aspects of Superselection Rules 

We conclude this investigation with a discussion of some local aspects of 
superselection rules emerging from our analysis. According to its basic defini
tion a superselection rule is just a lable of equivalence classes of irreducible 
representations of the observable algebra~. In our present setting these repre
sentations can be obtained by restrictingC( to the coherent subspaces (super
selection sectors) of de, and the superselection rules (global charges) can be 
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• identified with the elements of the center of ln. All these concepts are of a 
global nature involving observations at arbitrarily large distances. In prac
tice, however, superselection rules are observed within the limits of a labora
tory. So there arises the question of how the superselection structure mani
fests itself locally within our theoretical setting. 

If the global charges are explicitly given as operators acting on~. then 
an answer can be obtained from [1,2] as well as from the preceding discussion: 
with the aid of the universal localizing map 4JA one can construct from ~e 
global charges a family of commuting abservables which are localized in band 

measure the charges contained in b. Yet this result is not completely satisfac
tory because it relies on an a priori knowledge of the superselection struc
ture. 

If one does not insist on pinpointing specific observables which measure 
the charges in a given region, a conceptually more satisfactory answer can be 
given. We shall see that the superselection structure of a theory can be com
pletely uncovered within bounded space-time regions if one knows the "correct" 
local Hamiltonian. In order to simplify this discussion we assume that the un
derlying theory has the additivity property, i. e. that 

ou01 c mc0,1V ... vcx.w"l ( 4.1) 

if 0c ~ U ··· u 0
11 

and (J 1 0 11 ) ••• VYl are regular regions such as double cones. 
Under this assumption, which is reminiscent of the properties of local Wightman 
fields, one can determine the superselection structure even within a fixed, 
bounded region. 

Let us first consider theories with localizable charges, where we can 
make use of the previous results; we will then extend our analysis to theories 
with non-localizable charges and long-range forces. Denoting by VLt) 1tE IR-the 
global time-translation and by \/A (t) its local analogue, cf. relation (3.11), 
we consider the algebraR generated by Ct(C9)and the local Hamiltonian HI\ {the 
generator of VAlt.) ), i. e. 

II 

J(. = 01.(0) V HA . (4.2) 

Taking into account that t11 acts trivially on Ct..Cb) and is normal (weakly con-

ti nuous) on :BCJG)we obtain 

:R ::> v VA(\:} OlU'.J) V/IY' ~ 
i<IR 
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cf>A c V Vltl OlCl?l vctr' l. 
hR 

( 4.3) 

Now, as a consequence of the relativistic spectrum condition and the additivity 
assumption (4.1) the von Neumann algebra generated by the time-translated alge

bras Vltl OllblVltf1
, t< 1R is OL''[23], thus:Jb<hCOC'). On the other hand, 

assuming that the total energy His an observable10), i. e. VCt)E OL", it fol-
,1, II 

lows that :Rc '!'AlO(), and consequently 

:R o <jJA l ()(.'' ) . 

II 
So, in particular, the center of.'R.. is isomorphic to the center of OL. 

(4.4) 

This result means, in physical terms, that by combining measurements of 
the local energy and of observations in[/ one comes across a certain specific 
set of observables (corresponding to th~ center of3L) which ar~ simultaneously 
measurable with all other observables of this kind. From the spectrum of these 
specific observables one can then read off the superselection structure. 

We now relax the assumption that the theory describes only localizable 
charges; so we no longer have at our disposal local charge-carrying fields 
which generate the physical states from the vacuum. But it is still reasonable 
to assume that there is some Hilbert spaceife of physical states on which the 
loca 1 observab les are represented by an a 1 gebra (')[of bounded opera tors. r.bre
over, on;£ there should exist a continuous, unitary representation of the 
translations V('x .. ) ,xE.!Rif.which acts covariantly on the observables, 

Vex) OWal Vcs 1 = acv+ x), ( 4.5) 

and fulfils the relativistic spectrum condition. Without restriction of genera

lity we may require that Vc-:c.)E r:Jt' and that the energy-momentum spectrum has a 
lorentz-invariant lower boundary in each superselection sector of~; as a mat
ter of fact, these assumptions fix Vcr) uniquely (cf. [24] and the references 
quoted there). Note that we do not assume the existence of lorentz-trans for-

10) By the spectrum condition, such a choice of H is always possible, cf. the 
remarks below. 
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rnations since 
charge [ 25]. 

this would exclude from the outset states carrying an electric 

In theories with a countable number of superselection rules one may think 
ofacas a direct sum of all possible superselection sectors. In the presence of 
massless particles such a construction would, however, lead to a non-separable 
Hilbert space, since there exist uncountably many superselection sectors due to 
the numerous possibilities of forming infrared clouds. In view of this abun
dance of sectors a coarser concept is needed, which groups together sectors 
differing from one another only by the collective effects of infinitely many 
massless particles of zero energy, but which still allows to distinguish 
charges which can be attributed to individual particles, as e. g. the electric 
charge. Such a concept of charge classes has been proposed in [26]. If there 
exists a countable number of such classes one obtains a separable physical Hil
bert space~ by picking from each class a representative and taking the direct 
sum. This construction is clearly ambiguous, but this ambiguity is physically 
irrelevant because it merely concerns the infrared behaviour. 

So let us assume that de is separable and that the observables have the 
split property {2.2). We want to show then that the structure of the center of 
,o;ll 
~can still be uncovered within bounded space-time regions. We begin by noting 
that, as a consequence of the above assumptions, all superselection sectors of 
'JG are locally equivalent (cf. for example (14, Thm. V.S.l]).Taking the sub
spacede0cde of states carrying the charge-quantum numbers of the vacuum as a 
reference point and denoting the restriction of the observables AE ~to de

0 
by 

rr,(A) ~ At de 0 1 (4.6) 

A 

this equivalence can be expressed as follows: for any bounded region b there 
exists an iscmetry W mapping Je onto JE 0 such that 

WA\J-1 ~rr0 lAl for AEllllBl. (4. 7) 

Next, using the split property for the observables and taking into account that 
rr ((){.)acts irreducibly on IJe,

0
one can construct (in complete analogy to the dis-

' r,w cuss ion in Sect. 3) a universal localizing map\.\-' A corresponding to the 
triple N''= (n)I)[([Q)), rro(I)[(G)),Ql;<V~'maps J)C;r!:)into IT/i1C0l)and acts 
trivially on Tr (1)[((9)~ 

0 
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Now because of relation (4.7) one 
i ng map t)!A acting on :J!,[:fe), setti ng11 ) 

,), (O) 

can lift <y;\ to a universal localiz-

~ (T) ~ w-1 ~(0) (W T u-11 w for T E J3('1Gl. (4.8) 
A A 

It is obvious that +A(Jl(:){;))cCX(i9Jand that +A(Al~A for AE OlU'J). So, bear

ing in mind that Vlr.'J £ CL, one can still define local translations 
~(:x:)::4;11 (VC::t)),x.E-IR~As in the case of localizable charges, it then follows that 
the center of the algebra.R. generated by the local Hamiltonian HI\ and (X({.IJ) is 

Ai' isomorphic to the center of UL . So the superse 1 ect ion structure manifests it-
self locally in a clearcut way also in the presence of non-localizable charges. 

We emphasize that the knowledge of the correct local Hamiltonian HI\ is 
crucial, however. Denoting the restriction of the global translations \!ex) to 
the vacuum sector ~0 by v[o\x.) one can, for example, define on 'de another local 
representation of the translations 

V tol - w-' .1.''' (V'" ) T.T A (x.) - 't'A c.:x.:l w ' (4.9) 

V
(O) 

which also acts correctly on the observables in0. But the spectrum of A (.x:) 

coincides with that of the states in the vacuum sector; moreover, the algebra 
Jt,Lo) generated by(1(0)and the local Hamiltonian H~01 is isomorphic to J3(~0), 
so its center is trivial. Hence by using this "wrong" local Hamiltonian one 
would not recognize any superselection structure. 

The differences between H~01 
and H

11 
can roughly be explained as follows: 

the observable H~o\ measures, in a sense, the energy needed for the preparation 
of states in the region b by perturbations of the vacuum. More precisely, if 
(iJ~1 is a state on J?._Col with spectrum{ relative to H~1 ) about ECol there ex
ists a unique state weal of(')[. which coincides with c.uA1 on dCC:J)and has finite 
total energy. This state is given by 

w''\AI ~ w~' lW-1 <V~' (TCO(AI) Wl for A E (j(.' ( 4. 10) 

so it be 1 ongs to the vacuum sec tor and, as can easily be seen, has tota 1 energy 

ll) The map 4Adepends on the choice of the isometryWestablishing the equi
valence (4.7). Yet since this dependence is irrelevant here we do not in
dicate it explicitely. 
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E{o). Hence if the state w~) describes a charged particle which is localized 

in the region b one ascribes to it the total energy of a neutral state consist

ing of this particle and a compensating charge in the causal complement ofV. 

So charged particles are regarded as pieces of extended neutral states, and 

consequently one does not see any superselection rules. This point of view is, 

however, artificial because it does not take into account that particles are 
well-localized concentrations of matter to which one can assign an individual 
energy. (Note that this holds also true for particles carrying a non-localiz
able charge, cf. [9].) Accordingly, the energy ascribed to a state consisting 

of several, sufficiently far separated particles in the region b should be 
equal to the sum of the energies of the individual constituents. It is obvious 
that H~1 does not fulfil this requirement~ and because of this lack of addi
tivity l27] it has to be discarded as observable defining the local energy. 

That H;\ leads to a more reasonable definition of local energy can be made 
plausible as follows: letw be any state of0Cdescribing a configuration of 
particles whose total energy E is concentrated in0. Then there exists a state 

WA on:R~ given by 

wJ\[Rl ~ w(~;'cRl) for RES<., ( 4.11) 

which coincides with won ()t(6) and has, with respect to HI\, spectrum about E. 
Thus HA assigns to the statew;\ an energy which is compatible with the idea of 
additivity. A full justification of the interpretation of HAas local energy 
requires, however, a proof that the operators HA converge to the global Hamil
tonian H if 0 tends to lR~t. It is then necessary to remove the remaining ambi
guities in the definition of H;\ (cf. footnote 11), i. e. to select a coherent 
set of local Hamiltonians for an increasing net of regions V. That this is 
possible has recently been shown in [18] for theories of localizable charges. 
It would be desirable to extend these results to the general case discussed 

here. 

It is another interesting problem to find a characterization of the local 
space-time and symmetry transformations whic~ does not rely on the existence 
of the global ones. A better understanding of this point would be important 
for an extension of our analysis to theories with spontaneously broken symme
tries, where the local transformations still ought to exist. We hope to return 
to these problems elsewhere. 
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